SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle

The SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle is designed to prevent needlestick injury. Its robust safety mechanism is intuitive and compatible with all standard luer lock and slip tip syringes. Available in a broad range of lengths and gauges.

- Easy, one-handed technique of activating the protective arm.
- Audible click indicates safety mechanism activation.
- Patented locking mechanism ensures needle is secure and completely locked in protective arm.
- Hub, protective arm and packaging are color coded for easy and fast identification 18G -30G needles (ISO 6009).

Two options for activation of the protective arm:

activation against hard surface
activation with thumb
**SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle**

- In compliance with criteria given in the EU Directive 2010/32/EU.
- Protective arm doesn't obstruct visualization of injection site (1).
- Oriented bevel-up needle allows for low-angle injections (2).
- Hub, protective arm and packaging are color coded for easy and fast identification 18G - 30G needles (ISO 6009).
- Available in 8 needle length from 10 to 50 mm.
- Compatible with all standard luer lock and slip tip syringes.

### Reference number | Product description | Gauge size | Outer diameter (mm) | Length | Indications*
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
SN3012 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 30G*1/2” | 30G | 0.3 mm | 1.25 mm | SC
SN2715 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 27G*1 1/2” | 27G | 0.4 mm | 40 mm | SC ID
SN27125 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 27G*1 1/4” | 27G | 0.4 mm | 32 mm | SC ID
SN2734 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 27G*3/4” | 27G | 0.4 mm | 18.5 mm | SC ID
SN2758 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 27G*5/8” | 27G | 0.4 mm | 16 mm | 5/8” SC ID
SN2712 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 27G*1/2” | 27G | 0.4 mm | 12.5 mm | 1/2” SC ID
SN2612 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 26G*1 1/2” | 26G | 0.45 mm | 40 mm | 1 1/2” SC ID
SN2515 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 25G*1 1/2” | 25G | 0.5 mm | 40 mm | 1 1/2” SC ID IM IA
SN2510 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 25G*1” | 25G | 0.5 mm | 25 mm | 1” SC ID IM IA
SN2558 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 25G*5/8” | 25G | 0.5 mm | 16 mm | 5/8” SC ID IM IA
SN2410 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 24G*1” | 24G | 0.55 mm | 25 mm | 1” SC ID IM IA
SN2315 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 23G*1 1/2” | 23G | 0.6 mm | 40 mm | 1 1/2” IM IV IA
SN23125 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 23G*1 1/4” | 23G | 0.6 mm | 32 mm | 1 1/4” IM IV IA
SN2310 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 23G*1” | 23G | 0.6 mm | 25 mm | 1” IM IV IA
SN2358 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 23G*5/8” | 23G | 0.6 mm | 16 mm | 5/8” IM IV IA
SN2215 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 22G*1 1/2” | 22G | 0.7 mm | 40 mm | 1 1/2” IM IV IA
SN22125 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 22G*1 1/4” | 22G | 0.7 mm | 32 mm | 1 1/4” IM IV IA
SN2210 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 22G*1” | 22G | 0.7 mm | 25 mm | 1” IM IV IA
SN2105 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 21G*2” | 21G | 0.8 mm | 50 mm | 2” IM IV IA
SN2115 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 21G*1 1/2” | 21G | 0.8 mm | 40 mm | 1 1/2” IM IV IA
SN21125 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 21G*1 1/4” | 21G | 0.8 mm | 32 mm | 1 1/4” IM IV IA
SN2110 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 21G*1” | 21G | 0.8 mm | 25 mm | 1” IM IV IA
SN2015 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 20G*1 1/2” | 20G | 0.9 mm | 40 mm | 1 1/2” IM IV
SN2010 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 20G*1” | 20G | 0.9 mm | 25 mm | 1” IM IV
SN1920 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 19G*2” | 19G | 1.1 mm | 50 mm | 2” IM IV
SN1915 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 19G*1 1/2” | 19G | 1.1 mm | 40 mm | 1 1/2” IM IV
SN1910 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 19G*1” | 19G | 1.1 mm | 25 mm | 1” IM IV
SN1820 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 18G*2” | 18G | 1.2 mm | 50 mm | 2” IV
SN1815 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 18G*1 1/2” | 18G | 1.2 mm | 40 mm | 1 1/2” IV
SN1810 | SOL-CARE™ Safety Needle 18G*1” | 18G | 1.2 mm | 25 mm | 1” IV

SC - subcutaneous, ID - intradermal, IM - intramuscular, IV - intravenous, IA - intra-arterial.

* Recommended indications for specific measures. Users are explicitly responsible for correct application.

Sales Unit: 100 pcs/Box; 800 pcs/Case

For more information, please contact:
Sol-Millennium Europe Sp. z o.o.
Twarda 18, PL-00105 Warsaw, Poland
Tel: +48 22 202 67 23, e-mail: info.eu@sol-m.com

sol-m.com
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